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With increasing application complexity and improvements in process technology, Chip MultiProcessors
(CMPs) with tens to hundreds of cores on a chip are becoming a reality. Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) have
emerged as scalable communication fabrics that can support high bandwidths for these massively parallel
multicore systems. However, traditional electrical NoC implementations still need to overcome the challenges of high data transfer latencies and large power consumption. On-chip photonic interconnects with
high performance-per-watt characteristics have recently been proposed as an alternative to address these
challenges for intra-chip communication. In this article, we explore using low-cost photonic interconnects
on a chip to enhance traditional electrical NoCs. Our proposed hybrid photonic ring-mesh NoC (METEOR)
utilizes a configurable photonic ring waveguide coupled to a traditional 2D electrical mesh NoC. Experimental results indicate a strong motivation to consider the proposed architecture for future CMPs, as it
can provide about 5× reduction in power consumption and improved throughput and access latencies, compared to traditional electrical 2D mesh and torus NoC architectures. Compared to other previously proposed
hybrid photonic NoC fabrics such as the hybrid photonic torus, Corona, and Firefly, our proposed fabric
is also shown to have lower photonic area overhead, power consumption, and energy-delay product, while
maintaining competitive throughput and latency.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Driven by increasing application complexity and improvements in fabrication technology, Chip MultiProcessors (CMPs) with tens to hundreds of processing cores on a
chip are becoming increasingly prevalent [Pham et al. 2005; Vangal et al. 2007; Tilera
2007]. An efficient on-chip communication fabric is essential to satisfy communication
bandwidth and latency constraints. Traditional bus-based communication fabrics lack
scalability when more than a few cores need to be interconnected. Limited bandwidth
bus-based interconnects are also more susceptible to Ultra-Deep SubMicron (UDSM)
effects [Pasricha and Dutt 2008b]. Consequently, alternative communication fabrics,
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primarily Networks-on-Chip (NoCs), have received much research interest in the last
few years. NoCs are now considered as viable options for homogeneous CMPs as well as
application-specific MultiProcessor Systems-on-Chip (MPSoCs). NoCs offer significant
benefits in bandwidth, scalability, and reliability compared to traditional hierarchical
and crossbar-based shared bus communication architectures in UDSM technologies
[Pasricha and Dutt 2008b].
In practice, NoC communication fabrics still need to overcome two major challenges
that are extremely relevant for emerging CMP applications [Owens et al. 2007]. First,
packet-switched NoCs must support low-latency transfers between cores (especially for
real-time applications) but are often unable to meet QoS guarantees. Using virtual circuit switching instead of packet switching allows better QoS management, but unpredictable circuit setup delays still exist. Second, NoCs must enable low-power data transfers. However, the large number of network interfaces, routers, links, and buffers that
are part of the NoC fabric lead to a communication infrastructure that consumes significant power (as much as 25% of the overall CMP power budget in some cases [Hoskote
et al. 2007]). This power consumption becomes even worse when the NoC components
are designed for adaptive operation with varying runtime application requirements.
Power consumption also has a major influence on maximum temperature that determines CMP packaging and cooling costs. Studies [Owens et al. 2007] indicate that NoC
power consumption will continues to ascend as the number of on-chip cores continues to
increase. Thus reducing NoC power consumption becomes vitally important. NoC power
consumption based on current circuit-switched design techniques is much higher (a factor of 10×) than what is needed to meet the needs of future CMPs [Owens et al. 2007].
On-chip photonic communication provides a promising alternative to overcome the
aforementioned drawbacks. Nanophotonic waveguides have demonstrated bandwidths
in the terabits per second range, along with lower access latency and susceptibility
to electromagnetic interference [Miller 1994]. Photonic signaling also has lower power
consumption than electrical interconnects for long-distance communication, as the
power consumption of optically transmitted signals at the chip level is independent
of the distance covered by the light [Ramaswami and Sivarajan 2002]. Photonic NoCs
were virtually inconceivable with previous generations of photonic technologies. Advances in the field of nanoscale silicon (Si) photonics have enabled the possibility of creating highly integrated photonic CMOS NoC platforms that can send and receive optical
signals with superior power efficiencies [Xia et al. 2007; Green et al. 2007; Schow et al.
2007; Biberman et al. 2008; Vlasov et al. 2008]. In fact, photonic elements have become
available as library cells in standard CMOS processes. High-volume capable CMOS
photonic transceiver process technology has been offered from Luxtera [Gunn 2006],
in collaboration with ST-Microelectronics [ST-Micro 2014]. The Designw [2011] device
simulation library now offers simulation of nanophotonic components that can project
performance of optoelectronic modulators and waveguide-based silicon photodiodes.
Thus, it has now become practical to consider an interconnection network for CMPs
built with photonic elements. Such photonic NoCs will likely utilize 3D integration
[Haensch 2007] as shown conceptually in Figure 1 with vertical Through-Silicon Via
(TSV) providing interconnections between the silicon and photonic layers. Recent
works have also presented some interesting surveys. CMP performance scaling up to
20 Giga-flops/Watt will be one of the major challenges going forward [Beausoleil 2011].
Based on this survey: (i) approximately 40% of total energy will be used by transistors,
(ii) 40–50% by the external storage and cooling system thus leaving only (iii) 10–20% of
the system power for interconnects at all levels. Nanophotonics and 3D IC are projected
to be the leading technologies to meet these aggressive requirements.
In this article, we propose and explore a novel hybrid ring-mesh electrophotonic
NoC fabric (METEOR) for emerging CMPs based on advances in integrating nanoscale
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Fig. 1. 3D IC implementation of a hybrid photonic NoC with cores (bottom layer) and photonic waveguide
(top layer).

silicon photonics with commercial CMOS manufacturing technology. Our proposed
fabric consists of a photonic ring waveguide that acts as a global communication
channel and complements a more traditional 2D electrical NoC fabric. This hybrid
communication architecture utilizes electrical and photonic paths simultaneously to
improve the performance-per-watt characteristics of a CMP. We explore different architectural configurations of our hybrid photonic NoC fabric by considering: (i) varying
levels of electrical to photonic communication connectivity, (ii) multiple degrees of
communication serialization, and (iii) different levels of photonic wavelength division
multiplexing. These configurations enable interesting trade-offs between performance
and power consumption in the proposed architecture. Our experimental results
indicate significant potential for METEOR as it can provide about 5× reduction in
power consumption and improvements in throughput and access latencies, compared
to traditional electrical 2D mesh and torus NoCs. Our proposed METEOR fabric also
demonstrates lower photonic-layer area cost, power consumption, and energy-delay
product, while maintaining competitive communication latency and throughput
compared to previously proposed hybrid photonic NoC fabrics, such as: (i) the hybrid
photonic torus [Shacham et al. 2008], (ii) the all-optical Corona crossbar [Vantrease
et al. 2008], and (iii) the hybrid hierarchical Firefly crossbar [Pan et al. 2009].
2. RELATED WORK

To overcome the power and latency limitations of traditional electrical NoC fabrics,
several research efforts in recent years have focused on architectural customization of
NoCs. These efforts aim to optimize performance and power constraints. For instance,
Ogras and Marculescu [2006] present an interesting work to reduce communication
latency and power dissipation in NoCs by inserting long links between certain cores.
Express virtual channels are proposed in Kumar et al. [2007] that allow packets to
bypass intermediate routers along their path, to reduce packet latency. Hybrid circuitpacket-switched NoCs have been explored [Goossens et al. 2005] and shown to enable
viable trade-offs between power and performance. 3D NoCs [Li et al. 2006; Patti 2006;
Bernstein et al. 2007; Feero and Pande 2007] extend traditional 2D NoC fabrics across
multiple active layers. Such 3D NoC fabrics are attractive as they can allow long global
links to be replaced by much shorter inter-core Through-Silicon Vias (TSVs) which
can enable low-latency and high-bandwidth data transfers between cores. Several
works have also explored circuit-level techniques to reduce interconnect power, such
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as low-swing signaling, power-optimal repeater design and insertion, current mode
signaling, and pulsed transmission [Zhang et al. 2000; Banerjee and Mehrotra 2002;
Larsson-Edefors et al. 2003; Bashirullah et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2004; Kaul and
Sylvester 2005].
Despite these and other architectural and circuit-level advances in the field of
NoC design, the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [ITRS
Technology Working Groups 2009] projects that in the near future, the fundamental
limitations of copper-based electrical interconnects will become a serious bottleneck,
requiring the exploration of innovative new technologies to sustain the evolution of
VLSI technology. On-chip networks in the Tilera 64 core [Tilera 2007] and Intel 80
chips consume about 30–40% of the total power. This trend is expected to continue
as more wire density becomes available within future process technologies [ITRS
Technology Working Groups 2009]. Thus the expected on-chip network power will
continue to rise as we scale to hundreds of cores on a single IC. Several works in
recent years have as a result begun exploring novel on-chip interconnect technologies.
Such technologies include Carbon NanoTubes (CNTs) [Dresselhaus et al. 2001; Kreupl
et al. 2004; Srivastava and Banerjee 2005; Pasricha et al. 2008] and multiband RF
transmission lines and wireless interconnects (RF-Is) with CMOS Ultra-WideBand
(UWB) technology wireless links [Chang et al. 2008a, 2008b; Zhao and Wang 2008].
However, CNT fabrication is not yet mature and has serious practical concerns to
overcome. RF-Is and wireless interconnects require high operating frequencies in the
range of hundreds of GHz to THz. Complex RF-I Frequency Division Multiple Access
(FDMA), transmission lines, or on-chip antennas require high area, power, verification,
and implementation costs. Nonetheless, these technologies are quite promising and
may become more viable in the near future.
The concept of photonic interconnects for on-chip communication was first introduced
by Goodman et al. [1984]. Several works in recent years have explored inter-chip photonic interconnects [Chiarulli et al. 1994; Ha and Pinkston 1997; Carrera and Bianchini
1998; Kodi and Louri 2004; Kochar et al. 2007; Tan et al. 2008; Batten et al. 2008]. With
advances in the fabrication and integration of photonic elements on a CMOS chip in recent years several works have presented a comparison of the physical and circuit-level
properties of on-chip electrical (copper-based) and photonic interconnects [Collet et al.
2003; Tosik et al. 2004; Kobrinsky et al. 2004; O’Connor 2004; Pappu and Apsel 2005;
Chen et al. 2005; Haurylau et al. 2006]. In particular, Collet et al. [2003] compared
simple photonic and point-to-point links using a spice-like simulator. In Tosik et al.
[2004] photonic and electrical clock distribution networks were studied using physical simulations, synthesis techniques, and predictive transistor models. Both works
studied power consumption and bandwidth, and highlighted the benefits of on-chip photonic interconnect technology. Intel’s Technology and Manufacturing Group also performed a preliminary study evaluating the benefits of photonic intra-chip interconnects
[Kobrinsky et al. 2004]. They concluded that while photonic clock distribution networks
are not especially beneficial, Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)-based on-chip
photonic interconnects offer clear advantages for intra-chip communication over copper
in UDSM process technologies. Device-level work by Biberman et al. [2011] introduced
novel utilization of CMOS-compatible silicon photonic materials. Polycrystalline silicon
and silicon nitride combination demonstrates advantages over traditional crystalline
silicon platforms. Some of the key benefits include lower waveguide propagation loss,
mitigation of waveguide crossing and insertion loss advancing development of photonic
network topologies with unforeseen performance capabilities.
In addition to comparisons between photonic and electrical interconnects at the
physical and circuit levels, a few recent works have explored the system-level impact
of using photonic interconnects and proposed hybrid photonic NoC topologies [Kirman
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et al. 2006; Shacham et al. 2007, 2008; Vantrease et al. 2008; Pasricha and Dutt 2008;
Cianchetti et al. 2009; Joshi et al. 2009; Pan et al. 2009; Morris and Kodi 2010; Zhang
and Louri 2011; Li et al. 2011; Kao and Chao 2011]. Our previous work [Pasricha and
Dutt 2008; Kirman et al. 2006] explored photonic ring interconnects to improve the
latency response and reduce power consumption of electrical bus-based communication architectures. These architectures utilize electrical bus-based flow control that
increases communication latency and power dissipation.
Hybrid photonic torus architectures [Shacham et al. 2007, 2008] are generally comprised of a photonic torus connected to a topologically identical electronic control network that controls its operations and executes exchange of short messages. However,
these architectures with photonic torus topologies have significant waveguide crossing
losses and photonic-layer area complexity. Also, electrical packet-switched networkbased path setup and teardown lead to increased transfer latency and power dissipation in these architectures. The Phastlane packet-switched mesh network [Cianchetti
et al. 2009] encompasses a low-latency optical crossbar with simple predecoded source
routing to transmit cache-line-sized packets over several hops in a single clock cycle under contentionless conditions. Morris and Kodi [2010] proposed the PROPEL
architecture that strikes a balance between the electrical and optical realms, by implementing nanophotonic interconnects for long-distance communication and electrical
switching for routing and flow control. PROPEL implements a nanophotonic crossbar
with an electrical mesh topology where the number of distinct wavelengths required is
equivalent to the maximum number of tiles for the architecture.
In Vantrease et al. [2008], the Corona all-optical crossbar topology is proposed,
with photonic waveguides configured in a token-based Multiple-Writer Single-Reader
(MWSR) configuration. The architecture has high photonic-layer complexity (e.g., more
than a million resonators required for implementation), lacks path diversity, and makes
use of expensive electrophotonic and photoelectronic conversions even for local transfers, which is inefficient. Similar to Vantrease et al. [2008], in Joshi et al. [2009] an
all-optical network is proposed, but based on the Clos topology. While less complex
than the full crossbar topology, the topology still requires complex point-to-point photonic links and high-radix photonic routers, and uses photonic interconnects even for
transfers over short distances, which wastes power and leads to higher transfer latencies. Pan et al. [2009] proposed the Firefly topology which uses a hierarchical crossbar NoC topology with clusters of nodes connected through local electrical networks,
and nanophotonic links overlaid for global, inter-cluster communication. The photonic
waveguides in the architecture are configured in a Reservation-assisted Single-Writer
Multiple-Reader (R-SWMR) configuration. While the architecture comes closest to our
goal of creating a hybrid network that balances traffic among the electrical and photonic networks, it has higher implementation overhead and no support for controlling the distribution of traffic among the electrical and photonic paths. Zhang and
Louri [2011] and our recent work [Pasricha and Bahirat 2011] proposed a multilayer
nanophotonic MPNOC architecture that utilized (3D) stacking technology to mitigate
waveguide crossing losses. Kao and Chao [2011] proposed bufferless photonic Clos networks with a novel scheduling algorithm to solve the Clos network routing problem.
Koohi and Hessabi [2011] proposed an all-optical control architecture with a minimal
deterministic routing algorithm called 2D-HERT. Li et al. [2011b] proposed a hybrid
all-optical network architecture called Iris that integrates: (i) a dielectric antennaarray-based broadcast subnetwork transporting latency-critical short messages and
(ii) a circuit-switched mesh subnetwork carrying throughput-bound workloads. Both
broadcast and circuit-switched subnetworks operate in tandem to provide low-latency,
high-throughput, and balanced power-performance trade-offs.
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Unlike the works discussed earlier, our proposed METEOR hybrid electrophotonic
communication architecture has a configurable photonic ring that augments a traditional 2D all-electrical mesh NoC. The photonic waveguides in METEOR are configured
as a combination of SWMR (Single-Writer Multiple-Readers) and MWMR (MultipleWriters Multiple-Readers) to achieve cost savings. Section 3.4 presents details of the
combined SWMR/MWMR routing and flow control architecture. METEOR overcomes
many of the limitations of other approaches. For example, waveguide crossings in photonic torus and some crossbar architectures can lead to losses that increase dissipated
power, which is avoided when utilizing a ring topology. Another important issue is the
latency for setting up the transfers and sending acknowledgements via the electrical
NoC in some of these architectures, which can dramatically reduce performance and increase energy consumption according to our studies (discussed in Section 4). METEOR
utilizes the much faster on-chip photonic infrastructure for path setup and flow control. The proposed architecture is also much simpler than complex crossbar and torus
architectures resulting in a reduced photonic path complexity while still providing
significant opportunity for improvements over traditional, all-electrical NoCs. Finally,
the support for an adaptive PRI (Photonic Region of Influence; Section 3.3) enables
finer-granularity trade-offs while balancing traffic between the electrical and photonic
interconnects.
This article is a significantly extended version of our previously published paper from
IEEE/ACM CODES+ISSS 2009 [Bahirat and Pasricha 2009] with the following major
additions: (i) more comprehensive related work in Section 2 (this section) explaining
how our work is different and novel in comparison with previously published architectures; (ii) an enhanced photonic architecture for lower setup and acknowledgement
latency, more details on parameterized PRI, the serialization architecture, routing algorithm, and flow control in Section 3; (iii) additional details about estimation model,
optical losses, and laser power, in Section 4; (iv) revised results on new benchmarks, and
new experiments for exploring impact of number of uplinks, number of wavelengths,
and comparison studies with previously proposed hybrid photonic Corona, Firefly, and
mesh-torus NoCs, as well as a relative comparison of photonic resource requirements
and breakdown of power consumption for studied architectures in Section 4.
3. METEOR ARCHITECTURE: OVERVIEW

Even though electrical NoCs have many advantages in terms of flexibility and functionality, they tend to consume high power, and have high access latencies, both of
which scale up with the transmitted bandwidth and CMP/mesh dimension size. On
the other hand, photonic technology offers significant and unique advantages in terms
of power consumption, access latencies, and high bandwidth for transfers over long
distances (> ∼1mm) on a chip. However, two essential enablers for packet switching,
namely (i) buffering and (ii) header processing; are relatively difficult to implement in
the photonic realm. Thus a hybrid communication infrastructure with both photonic
and electrical signaling becomes necessary.
Figure 2 shows a high-level overview of the primary on-chip photonic transmission components in METEOR: a multiwavelength laser light source, resonant modulators/filters, photonic waveguide, and photodetector receivers. Multiple wavelengths
of light from a mode-locked, multiwavelength laser [Koch et al. 2007] enable Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) that allows several data streams to coexist in
the same waveguide, improving transfer bandwidth. Conventional WDM approaches
deploy separate single-frequency lasers with close loop feedback control to stabilize
each wavelength that ensures correspondence with the preassigned WDM channels
[De Souza et al. 1995]. This requires high silicon area and complexity which is critical
for on-chip nanophotonic WDM implementation. We propose using a broadband laser
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Fig. 2. Photonic transmission in METEOR.

source that supports multiple WDM channels simultaneously where WDM channels
are carved out of the broadband spectrum by a passive filter instead of single-frequency
sources [De Souza et al. 1995]. The main advantage of such an implementation is that
the wavelength drift of the source does not influence the system as diffraction grating coupling enables spectrum spread for various wavelengths. Microring resonant
modulators [Xu et al. 2007] convert electrical data signals into light that is propagated through a CMOS-compatible photonic waveguide. The light in the waveguide
is eventually coupled into microring filters at the destination that drop the light on
photodetectors [Gupta et al. 2004], and thereafter the light signal is converted back
into an electrical data signal. Trans-Impedance Amplifier (TIA) circuits finally amplify
analog electrical signals from the photodetector to digital voltage levels. It is also vital
for all microring resonators to be thermally tuned (using thermal heater elements)
to maintain their resonance under on-die temperature variations. The next section
provides an overview of the photonic building blocks in METEOR.
3.1. Photonic Building Blocks

In general, photonic waveguides with highly angled structures (such as those commonly found in electrical topologies) may result in significant signal degradation due
to bending losses. This degradation is compounded when laying out multiple waveguides for multibit parallel transfers on communication links. Consequently, we utilize
a much simpler concentric ring structure that is better suited to the physical characteristics of photonic waveguides. This ring with multiple parallel waveguides resides
on a dedicated Si layer and encircles a large portion of the chip, with cores interfacing
with it using electrical-to-optical (E/O) transmitters and optical-to-electrical (O/E) receivers. We propose using a high refractive index Silicon On Insulator (SOI) material
for waveguides, which has a lower pitch and area footprint than low refractive index
polymer waveguides such as those used in Pasricha and Dutt [2008a]. SOI waveguides
have other advantages such as compact modulators that do not require high voltage
drive for high-frequency operation, the ability to carry light with low losses (on the order of 23 dB/cm), and the malleability to be curved with bend radii of ∼10 μm [Vlasov
and McNab 2004].
To support high peak bandwidths in excess of 600 Gb/s for future CMP applications,
our photonic rings support Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) [Chen et al.
2005], with multiple wavelengths available for every waveguide. Our WDM implementation employs multiplexing by core, with each of the n interfacing cores having
ACM Transactions on Embedded Computing Systems, Vol. 13, No. 3s, Article 116, Publication date: March 2014.
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exclusive access to λ/n wavelengths. This limits the number of transmitters, but provides substantial power savings. The scheme allows designers to optimize light power
through individual coupling-ratio tuning at detectors during design time. If reduction
in photonic waveguide complexity is important, dense WDM can be used to reduce the
number of waveguides by a factor of 8 and increase the number of wavelengths by a
factor of 8, at the cost of a more complex laser. It is also necessary in the ring waveguide
to prevent light from circulating around the ring for more than one complete cycle, otherwise older messages may interfere with new ones. To address this issue, attenuators
are placed immediately before each modulator, to act as a sink for the corresponding
wavelength once the signal goes full circle. METEOR deploys microring resonators
[Xu et al. 2007] as an attenuation device. In order to transmit data from the cores
through the photonic ring, electronic-to-optical (E/O) conversion at the source and an
optical-to-electrical (O/E) conversion at the destination is required. In our architecture,
wavelength-selective nanophotonic silicon modulators made out of microring resonator
structures [Xu et al. 2007] are used to convert electrical signals into light at the source,
for transmission.
The fundamental working of a microring resonator is based on a Quantum-Confined
Stark Effect (QCSE) [Miller et al. 1986]. Electrical fields applied perpendicular to the
Quantum Well (QW) layers can shift the photonic absorbptive edge to lower photon
energies. This electro-absorbptive effect can be applied to create small high-speed
optical modulators. Microring resonators consist of a semiconductor heterostructure
where a small bandgap material is inserted in between two different layers of larger
bandgap material. Microring resonators couple light when the relation ϕ×m = Neff,ring ×
2π R is satisfied, where R is the radius of the microring resonator, Neff,ring , is the effective
refractive index, m is an integer value, and ϕ is the resonant wavelength [Xu et al. 2005].
As resonance wavelength is a function of R and Neff,ring , by changing R and Neff,ring , the
resonant wavelength of the microring can be altered, thus enabling it to function as
an optical modulator (wavelength on-off switch). In general the resonance wavelength
shift (ϕ c) is achieved as a function of the change in refractive index by tuning Neff
which is given by ϕNeff /Neff,ring ≈ ϕc. The modulator is driven by a series of tapered
inverters (i.e., drivers). Microring resonators are also used at the destination as wave
selector filter structures to drop the corresponding wavelength from the waveguide
into a local SiGe photodetector device [Gupta et al. 2004] that converts the light signal
back to an electrical signal. Each microring resonator must be thermally tuned using
thermal heater elements to maintain resonance under on-die temperature variations
due to the high Thermo-Optic (TO) coefficient of silicon (∼1.86 × 10−4 K−1 ) [Joshi et al.
2009]. We assume a single heater element per microring resonator structure in this
work for this purpose and account for its power overhead. Finally, Trans-Impedance
Amplifier (TIA) circuits are used to amplify analog electrical signals at the receiver to
digital voltage levels. To achieve high-gain and high-speed detection, a higher analog
supply voltage than the digital supply voltage is required, which consumes higher
power. We conservatively assume a TIA supply voltage that is 20% higher than the
nominal supply for our power calculations.
To accurately estimate performance and power overhead of on-chip photonic communication, we characterize the delay and power overhead of each of the described
photonic components, including thermal heaters and the laser. As laser power is determined by the magnitude of losses in photonic components, we account for losses due to
photonic components such as couplers, resonators, photodetectors, waveguide length
and bends, and nonlinearity. Section 4.2 summarizes the per-component delay, power,
and loss characterization considered in this work in more detail.
METEOR consists of concentric ring waveguides and photonic components on a dedicated photonic layer, interfacing with a traditional 2D electrical mesh NoC using
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Fig. 3. Gateway interface electrical router architecture.

interfaces that consist of driver buffers, TIA amplifiers, circuitry for clock synchronization and recovery, as well as serialization and deserialization (discussed in Section 3.6).
Data flits are transferred in the network using wormhole switching, with flit width =
256. There are two types of electrical-layer routers used in our proposed architecture:
(i) four-stage pipelined electrical mesh routers (with the following pipeline stages:
buffer write/route computation, region validation/switch allocation, switch traversal,
link traversal) that have 5 I/O ports (N, S, E, W, local core) with the exception of the
boundary routers that have fewer I/O ports, and (ii) gateway interface routers that are
also four-stage pipelined but have six I/O ports (N, S, E, W, local core, photonic link
interface) and are responsible for sending/receiving flits to/from photonic interconnects
in the photonic layer. Both types of routers have an input and output queued crossbar
with a 4-flit buffer on each input/output port, with the exception of the photonic ports
in gateway interface routers that use double buffering to more effectively cope with the
higher photonic path throughput.
3.2. System-Level Architecture

Figure 3 shows the high-level architecture of a gateway interface router. Note the
additional ports for interfacing with the photonic rings. Because each port has access
to λ/n wavelengths for transmission, we have λ/n (double) buffers for sending data.
Although it is theoretically possible to have (n−1)×λ/n data flows received at a gateway
interface, we restrict the number of received flows (and hence receive buffers) to λ/n to
maintain symmetry and reduce cost. Section 3.4 describes the routing and flow control
for communication flows in more detail. All of the photonic ports are connected to a
WDM control module that controls wavelength assignment to different traffic flows,
to enable WDM for high-bandwidth photonic communication. To reduce the overhead
on router complexity, only a very few number of routers (four in our initial baseline
configuration) are chosen as gateway interface routers. The extent of communication
over the photonic waveguide is controlled by a parameterizable Photonic Region of
Influence (PRI), described next.
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Fig. 4. (a) Photonic Regions of Influence (PRI); (b) SWMR reservation channels and MWMR data channels.

3.3. Photonic Regions of Influence (PRI)

To keep implementation costs low, we would like to restrict the number of gateway
interfaces in the METEOR architecture. However, this may cause the amount of photonic path utilization to reduce as the size of the CMP and number of cores on a chip
increase. To ensure appropriate scaling and utilization, we propose a parameterizable
Photonic Region of Influence (PRI), which refers to the number of cores around the
gateway interface that can utilize the photonic path for communication. For smallersized systems (e.g., 3 × 3 CMPs), limiting the number of cores interfacing with each
gateway interface to one (i.e., region of size 1) may be sufficient to offload a majority
of the global communication from the electrical network. However, for more complex
systems (e.g., 8 × 8 CMPs) a larger region size may be more appropriate. Figure 4(a)
shows an 8 × 8 CMP with different PRI sizes at the four gateway interfaces. If a router
falls under the region of photonic influence, it is modified to additionally consider the
photonic path for global communication. Note that while the sizes for the regions are
shown as different at each gateway interface in Figure 4(a), this is for illustration
purposes only, and in practice we assume a fixed-sized PRI for all gateway interfaces.
Also another key thing to note is that all cores need not be part of PRI regions and
cores that are outside of PRI regions communicate only through the electrical network.
Our experiments in Section 4 explore the impact of varying the PRI size on overall
performance and power consumption. Details of routing and flow control in METEOR
are presented next.
3.4. Routing and Flow Control

To route flits in METEOR, an XY-dimension order routing scheme is used in the electrical NoC, and a modified PRI-aware XY routing scheme is employed for selective
data transmission through the photonic links. Communicating cores lying within the
same PRI region communicate using the electrical NoC (intra-PRI transfers). Cores
that need to communicate and reside in different PRI regions communicate using the
photonic paths (inter-PRI transfers), provided they satisfy two criteria: (i) the size of
the data to be transferred is above a user-defined threshold (Mth), and (ii) the number
of hops from the source core to its local PRI gateway interface is less than the number of
hops to its destination core. The inter-PRI routing process is implemented by adding an
inter-PRI bit within the header flit. Changing PRI region size involves updating region
boundary coordinate units in region validation tables of the NoC routers (Figure 3).
The header flit inter-PRI bit is set according to the region validation table values. For
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inter-PRI communication, if the inter-PRI bit is set then flits are routed towards the
source gateway interface that falls within PRI and then routed towards the destination
gateway interface through the nanophotonic waveguides. Our implementation is constrained to a single gateway interface per PRI to minimize implementation complexity.
Transfers between cores lying outside PRI regions occur via the electrical network using XY routing. Network Interfaces (NIs) ensure that header flits contain coordinates
of the source and destination of the packet being injected into the NoC, as well as a flag
indicating that the message size is large enough to potentially traverse a photonic path
(for inter-PRI transfers). In case of overlapped PRI regions, the region validation table
includes multiple entries for the nodes covered by multiple PRI regions and flits are
always routed towards the nearest gateway interface. If the distance from the source
node to two or more gateway interfaces is the same, then flits are routed towards
the gateway interface that is closer to the destination gateway interface. Nodes lying
within overlapped regions are considered part of PRI regions that contribute to the
overlap. Communication between these nodes and nodes within any of the overlapping
PRI regions is treated as intra-PRI data transfers.
The photonic waveguides in METEOR are logically partitioned into four channels: reservation, reservation acknowledge, data, and data acknowledge as shown in
Figures 4(a) and (b), achieving more than 12 and 24TB/s bandwidth with 128 and 256
data waveguides respectively. In order to reserve a photonic path for a data transfer,
METEOR utilizes a Single-Write Multiple-Read (SWMR) configuration on dedicated
reservation channel waveguides. SWMR is less sensitive to the laser static power and
modulator insertion loss compared to MWSR [Wassel et al. 2012]. Each gateway interface has a subset of λ/n wavelengths (microresonator modulators) available for
transmission, where λ is the total number of wavelengths available from the multiwavelength laser and n is the number of gateway interfaces. Every gateway interface
must be able to receive (n − 1) × λ/n wavelengths (from the rest of the gateway interfaces), each with a separate microring resonator receiver. A source gateway interface
uses one of its available wavelengths (λt ) to multicast the destination ID via the reservation channel to other gateway interfaces. Each gateway interface has log(n − 1)
dedicated SWMR reservation photonic waveguides that it writes the destination ID to,
after which the other gateway interfaces read the request. Only the intended destination gateway interface accepts the request, while the others ignore it. As each gateway
interface has a dedicated set of λ/n wavelengths allocated to it, the destination can
determine the source of the request, without the sender needing to send its ID with
the multicast.
If the request can be serviced by the available wavelength and buffer resources at
the destination, a reservation acknowledgement is sent back via the reservation ACK
channel on an available wavelength. The reservation ACK channel also has a SWMR
configuration, but a single waveguide per gateway interface is sufficient to indicate the
success or failure of the request. Once the photonic path has been reserved in this manner, data transfer proceeds on the data channel, which has a low-cost Multiple-Writers
Multiple-Readers (MWMR) configuration. Figure 5 illustrates this process, including
the latencies involved for an inter-PRI communication pattern. As flits are routed
through the nearest gateway interface, global communication power consumption is
significantly lowered and the electrical network bandwidth availability is increased,
enabling a win-win scenario. Our experimental results in Section 4 quantitatively
demonstrate these benefits in detail. The default number of data channel waveguides
is equal to the chosen flit width to enable consistency and ease integration with the
electrical network interface, where data links are also equal to the flit width, thus allowing more consistent design for the network routers. The same wavelength (λt ) used
for the reservation phase is used by the source on which to send data. The destination
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Fig. 5. Flit lifecycle during inter-PRI wormhole routing path: (a) Processor initiates communication;
(b) header flit (orange) is routed to nearest gateway; (c) communication of header through photonic path;
(d) header flit completes path reservation and reaches destination; (e) data flit (yellow) transmission continues; (f) path is dismantled by tail flit (blue).

gateway interface tunes one of its available microring resonators to receive data from
the sender on that wavelength after the reservation phase. Once data transmission
has completed, an acknowledgement is sent back from the destination to the source
gateway interface via a data ACK channel that also has a SWMR configuration with
a single waveguides per-gateway interface to indicate if the data transfer completed
successfully or failed. The advantage of having a fully photonic path setup and
ACK/NACK flow control in METEOR is that it avoids using the high-latency electrical
network, as is proposed with some other approaches [Kirman et al. 2006; Shacham et al.
2007, 2008; Morris and Kodi 2010]. As our analysis in Section 4 will show, the novel
combination of SWMR reservation and MWMR data channel schemes in METEOR
can provide a major advantage towards mitigating power and latency bottlenecks.
Allowing gateway interfaces to request for access to the photonic paths whenever data
is available is also more efficient than using a token ring scheme, which can suffer
from low throughput and high latencies, especially under low traffic conditions. Note
that acknowledgements are essential during photonic transfers because data transfers
through nanophotonic waveguides can fail due to factors such as crosstalk and low
signal-to-noise ratio. Some recent research efforts have explored techniques to mitigate
channel noise. As an example, Xie et al. [2011] highlighted the detrimental effect of
crosstalk in on-chip photonic waveguides and presented a technique to overcome this
crosstalk.
Figure 6 depicts our pipelined data packet transfer process, where S is the clock cycle
to generate a data packet within a processor core. The data transmission proceeds to
the nearest gateway with region validation/switch allocation (Rv ), single-stage buffer
write/route computation (Re ), switch traversal (St ) and electrical link transversal (Le ).
Dots indicate multiple hops in some cases to generalize this diagram. The SWMR
configuration broadcasts the reservation flit followed by photonic routing (Pr ) and
arbitration (Po ). The MWMR photonic link traversal transfers data (Pl ) followed by
acknowledgement (Pa ). The inter-PRI gateway interface process proceeds through all
of the preceding cycles for the header flit. Subsequent data flits in the electrical path can
skip region validation (Rv ) and route computation (Re ) stages. Similarly, subsequent
data flits in the photonic path can skip photonic routing (Pr ) and arbitration (Po )
(Figure 6(a)). Intra-PRI and non-PRI transfers do not utilize photonic transmission
and thus the photonic steps are skipped for these types of transfers (Figure 6(b)).
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Fig. 6. Head, body, and tail flit routing pipeline for (a) inter-PRI transfer; (b) intra-PRI and non-PRI transfer,
where dots represent multiple data flit transfers.

3.5. Deadlock Recovery

While XY routing has been proven deadlock free for mesh-like regular NoCs (as no channel dependency cycles can be formed between dimensions), the modifications made to
this routing scheme to accommodate photonic transfers in METEOR may end up creating deadlock conditions. We extensively studied deadlocks in the proposed architecture
when packets traverse the photonic ring paths. To overcome a potential deadlock, we
arrived at using low-overhead timeout flits sporadically interleaved with the flits for
the long data messages traversing the photonic paths. This is a form of regressive
deadlock recovery [Al-Awwami et al. 2001]. If a timeout flit reaches a router where
flits are blocked, a timeout monitor module in the router can detect a timeout event
and recognize potential cases where flits are blocked due to deadlock, and drop the
blocked flits, while sending a NACK signal in the reverse direction to indicate the flits
being dropped. This allows the system to unblock and recover from potential deadlock.
While the method has the overhead of the additional flits in long messages intended for
photonic links and monitoring module in the routers, this is still simpler than other potential deadlock resolution alternatives proposed, for example, a common technique is
to keep extra escape channels in every router and draining deadlocked packets through
the escape channels until the deadlock condition clears [Al-Awwamiet et al. 2001].
3.6. Communication Serialization

While the METEOR baseline configuration does not use serialization, we study serialization as a potential design alternative to reduce area and power (with detailed
results presented in Section 4.7). Serialization of electrical communication links has
been widely used in the past to reduce wiring congestion, lower power consumption
(by reducing link switching and buffer resources), and improve performance (by reducing crosstalk) [Dobkin et al. 2008; Morgenshtein et al. 2004; Ghoneima et al. 2005].
Typically serialization in the electrical realm allows increasing frequency in serialized
copper links to make them faster compared to parallel links. This is not the case in our
architecture where serialization is mainly a means to shut down a subset of photonic
components and save power. As reducing power consumption is a critical design goal
in future CMPs, we propose using serialization at the gateway interfaces, to reduce the
number of photonic components (waveguides, buffers, transmitters/receivers), and consequently reduce area and complexity on the photonic layer as well as lower the power
consumption. In our architecture, we make use of a shift-register-based serialization
scheme, similar to Kimura et al. [2003], Wey et al. [2005], and Saneei et al. [2008].
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Fig. 7. Serialization scheme for gateway interface: (a) serializer; (b) deserializer.
Table I. Serialization Link Bandwidth per Channel
Photonic BW [TB/s]

Serialization Degree

WDM

Waveguides

Electrical Flit-width

12
6
3
1.5

1:1
2:1
4:1
8:1

32
32
32
32

128
64
32
16

128
128
128
128

24
12
6
3

1:1
2:1
4:1
8:1

32
32
32
32

256
128
64
32

256
256
256
256

A single serial line is used to communicate both data and control signals between the
source and destination nodes. A frame of data transmitted on the serial line using this
scheme consists of n+ 2 bits, which includes a start bit (1), n bits of data, and a stop bit
(0). Figure 7(a) shows the block diagram of the transmitter (or serializer) at the source.
When a word is to be transferred, the ring oscillator is enabled and it generates a local
clock signal that can oscillate above 2 GHz to provide high transmission bandwidth. At
the first positive edge of this clock, an n + 2-bit data frame is loaded in the shift register.
In the next n + 1 cycles, the shift register shifts out the data frame bit by bit. The stop
bit is eventually transferred on the serial line after n + 2 cycles, and r0 becomes 1. At
this time, if the transmission buffer is empty, the ring oscillator and shift registers are
disabled, and the serial line goes into its idle state. Otherwise, the next data word is
loaded into the shift register and data transmission continues without interruption.
Table I shows how serialization degree impacts performance of the photonic links.
Figure 7(b) shows the block diagram of the receiver (or deserializer) at the destination. An R-S flip-flop is activated when a low-to-high transition is detected on the input
serial line (the low corresponds to the stop bit of the previous frame, while the high
corresponds to the start bit of the current frame). After being activated, the flip-flop
enables the receiver ring oscillator (which has a circuit similar to the transmitter ring
oscillator) and the ring counter. The n-bit data word is read bit by bit from the serial
line into a shift register, in the next n clock cycles. Thus, after n clock cycles, the n-bit
data will be available on the parallel output lines, while the least significant bit output
of the ring counter (r0) becomes 1 to indicate data word availability at the output.
With the assertion of r0, the R-S flip-flop is also reset, disabling the ring oscillator.
At this point the receiver is ready to start receiving the next data frame. In case of a
slight mismatch between the transmitter and receiver ring oscillator frequencies, correct operation can be ensured by adding a small delay in the clock path of the receiver
shift register. The preceding discussion assumed n:1 serialization, where n data bits
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are transmitted on one serial line (i.e., a serialization degree of n). If wider links are
used, this scheme can be easily extended. For instance, consider the scenario where
4n data bits need to be transmitted on four serial lines. In such a case, the number of
shift registers in the transmitter must be increased from 1 to 4. However the control
circuitry (flip-flop, ring oscillator, ring counter) can be reused among the multiple shift
registers and remains unchanged. At the destination, every serial line has a separate
receiver to eliminate jitter and mismatch between parallel lines.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Photonic waveguides provide faster signal propagation compared to electrical interconnects because they do not suffer from RLC impedances. But in order to exploit
the propagation speed advantage of photonic interconnects, electrical signals must be
converted into light and then back into an electrical signal. This process requires a performance and power overhead that must be taken into account for an accurate analysis.
In this section, we present experimental results to evaluate our proposed METEOR
communication fabric that combines electrical and photonic interconnects. The first
two sections present the simulation setup and details of the estimation models used.
The subsequent sections present our experimental results, including comparisons with
other hybrid photonic NoCs.
4.1. Simulation Setup

For our experimental studies, the hybrid electrophotonic METEOR architecture was
modeled at the cycle-accurate granularity by extensively modifying our in-house
cycle-accurate SystemC-based NoC simulator that was derived from the open-source
Nirgam [Nirgam simulator http://nirgam.ecs.soton.ac.uk/] and Noxim [Noxim simulator http://noxim.sourceforge.net/] NoC simulators.
We targeted a 32-nm process technology, and assumed a 400 mm2 CMP die area. We
used a high-level floorplanner [Adya and Markov 2003] to compute wire lengths for
various NoC configurations, and obtain accurate power and performance estimates. The
operating frequency of the photonic ring is estimated by calculating the time needed
for light to travel from any node to the farthest node on the (unidirectional) ring, so
that data can be transmitted to all nodes in one cycle. We assume the presence of lastlevel cache banks and I/O controllers around the periphery of the chip, which results
in a photonic ring with a diameter that is smaller (∼14mm) than the chip edge width.
Through geometric calculations for this ring and assuming a refractive index of 3 for
the SOI waveguide, we were able to clock the photonic ring (and the communication
network) at a frequency of 2.3 GHz.
We used benchmarks with different synthetic traffic profiles (Hotspot, Bitwise, Shuffle, Transpose, Butterfly, Uniform Random) to explore architectural performance under
diverse traffic conditions. For comparisons with other hybrid photonic NoCs, we additionally implemented seven benchmarks from the SPLASH-2 suite [Woo and Ohara
1995] (Cholesky, FFT, Fmm, Lu, Radiosity, Radix, Barnes) and these were used to
load traffic on the communication fabric. Figure 8 shows the traffic distribution for the
SPLASH-2 benchmarks implemented on an 8×8 CMP. Each cell represents a core, with
lighter-colored cores sending/receiving fewer packets than darker-colored cores. We
also performed comparisons using the PARSEC and NAS benchmark suites [Jin et al.
1999; Bienia et al. 2008].
4.2. Performance and Power Estimation Models

To obtain the delay for the photonic waveguide and other photonic components, we used
results from Chen et al. [2005] and Hsieh et al. [2006] for the 32-nm process technology
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Fig. 8. SPLASH-2 implementation traffic maps for 8 × 8 CMP.
Table II. Delay and Power of Photonic Components
Component

Delay

DDE

SP

TTE

Modulator driver
Modulator

9.5 ps
3.1 ps

20 fJ/bit

5 μW

0.80 fJ/bit/heater

Waveguide

15.4 ps/mm

-

-

-

Photo Detector
Receiver

0.22 ps
4.0 ps

20 fJ/bit

5 μW

0.80 fJ/bit/heater

Note: Delay and power consumption for METEOR elements (32 nm) DDE = Data-trafficdependent energy, SP = Static power, TTE = Thermal tuning energy (20K temperature
range) [Joshi et al. 2009; Watts 2008; Barwicz et. al. 2007; Cunningham et al. 2010].

node. The delay of an optimally repeated and sized electrical (Cu) wire at 32 nm was
assumed to be 42 ps/mm [Haurylau et al. 2006]. The power consumed in METEOR can
be divided into two parts: the power consumed in the electrical network and the power
consumed in the photonic components. The static and dynamic power consumption of
electrical routers in this work is based on results obtained from a modified version of the
Orion 2.0 simulator [Kahng et al. 2009], while the power consumption on optimally repeated and sized Cu wires is obtained from the methodology in Kawanishi et al. [1999].
For the power consumption of various photonic components in the METEOR architecture, we adopt the power models from Joshi et al. [2009] and Watts [2008] derived based
on device-level work in Barwicz et al. [2007] and Cunningham et al. [2010]. Based on
Joshi et al. [2009] and Barwicz et al. [2007] thermal tuners integrated at each ring in the
network consume approximately 1μW heating power per Kelvin, and have a 20K tuning range. Cunningham et al. [2010] demonstrated ∼20× improvements in the thermal
tuning efficiency in applied tuning power. This improvement compared to a premicromachined [Barwicz et al. 2007] device was achieved by reducing the power required
to shift the filter resonant peak across the entire free spectral range. We implement
microring resonator structure based on combination of device- and system-level work.
Table II shows the delay and power estimation models assumed in our experiments.
Based on the processor and network bandwidth utilization, a CMP will produce temperature variations across its total surface area. This unbalanced thermal profile can
require a subset of cores to operate at lower performance than others [Li et al. 2011a].
The unbalanced thermal profile also needs to be considered in the scope of microring
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Fig. 9. METEOR laser power for different degrees of WDM.

resonator structures that can go off-resonance with thermal variations and require
thermal tuning to maintain resonance and function correctly. To compute laser power
consumption, we calculated optical loss in components in our architecture, which sets
the required optical laser power budget and correspondingly the electrical laser power.
We considered per-component optical losses for the coupler/splitter (1 dB) [Dokania and
Apsel 2009], nonlinearity (1 dB at 30mW) [Joshi et al. 2009], waveguide propagation (3
dB/cm) [Vlasov and McNab 2004], waveguide bend (0.005 dB/90◦ bend) [Vlasov and McNab 2004], ring modulator insertion (1 dB) [Joshi et al. 2009], drop filter (1.5 dB) [Ding
and Pan 2009] and photodetector (0.1 dB) [Batten et al. 2008], at 30% laser efficiency
[Ahn et al. 2009]. As our architecture includes concentric ring waveguides, losses due
to waveguide crossings are not present. The laser intensity also needs to be compensated with the loss factor required to maintain signal integrity. Off-resonance coupling
loss can occur when the optical signal passes through varying or nonaligned resonance
switches and modulators [Koka et al. 2010] and it can be up to 0.1 dB in our architecture.
In various published literature, the sensitivity of photodetectors is assumed from 1μW
[Zheng et al. 2009] to 80μW [Dokania and Apsel 2009]. In our work, we assumed the
photodetector sensitivity to be 10μW in accordance with value from Joshi et al. [2009].
Based on the concentric ring waveguide layout, we estimated the per-wavelength laser
power needed to offset losses and activate the farthest photodetector. Figure 9 shows
the laser power in METEOR for various degrees of WDM (i.e., wavelengths) from 16–
256 for 128 and 256 wide data path waveguide configurations of METEOR.
4.3. Comparison with Electrical Mesh NoC

The first set of experiments compare our baseline hybrid photonic METEOR communication fabric (uplinks = 4, PRI size = 4, WDM degree = 32) with a traditional 2D
all-electrical mesh NoC, for CMPs of varying complexity. Figures 10(a)–(c) show the
latency, throughput, and power consumption for a 64-core (8 × 8) CMP architecture
with various synthetic traffic patterns. As flit injection rate from the cores increases,
increased traffic congestion causes the average transfer latency from the source to the
destination cores for the electrical mesh to rise rapidly. In contrast, due to the photonic
ring in METEOR offloading a large portion of the global communication away from the
electrical network, the congestion in the electrical network reduces, which results in
lower average packet latency compared to the all-electrical mesh NoC. The addition
of a high-bandwidth photonic path also leads to a better average throughput response
in METEOR. This throughput, however, begins to saturate as the rising injection rate
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Fig. 10. METEOR vs. electrical mesh NoC for an
8 × 8 NoC: (a) average latency; (b) throughput;
(c) power.

Fig. 11. METEOR vs. electrical mesh NoC for a
12 × 12 NoC: (a) average latency; (b) throughput;
(c) power.

leads to a greater load (and thus congestion) on all the NoC components. Finally, the
rate of increase in power consumption of the NoC also starts to saturate (after rapidly
increasing initially) with increasing flit injection rate. METEOR can be seen to have a
much lower power consumption compared to the all-electrical mesh NoC. Results for a
larger 144-core (12×12) CMP shown in Figure 11(a)–(c) demonstrate similar trends.
However, our analysis of link loads after simulation indicated that the utilization of
the photonic ring was fairly low for such large CMP sizes. One reason for this is that
we limited the PRI size to four, for all the experiments. As a result, the relative percentage of cores utilizing the photonic path for global communication reduces with
increasing CMP size. In the next section we explore the impact of varying the PRI size
in METEOR.
In the following sections (Sections 4.4–4.7), we explore various configurations of the
METEOR architecture starting with a baseline configuration. This baseline METEOR
architecture is configured with the following values: uplinks = 4, PRI size = 4, WDM
degree = 32, wavelengths = 32, serialization = 1:1. Our goal in Sections 4.4–4.7 is to
study and quantify the impact of various configuration parameters (PRI size, number
of photonic uplinks, number of wavelengths, serialization degree) on the performance
and power dissipation of METEOR, for (8 × 8) and (12 × 12) CMPs.
4.4. Impact of Varying PRI Size

In order to improve the utilization of the photonic path especially for large-sized CMPs,
we explored varying the size of the photonic regions of influence for the baseline
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Fig. 13. Impact of varying number of uplinks
in METEOR for 8×8 NoC: (a) average latency;
(b) throughput; (c) power consumption.

METEOR configuration. Figure 12(a)–(c) shows the percentage variation in average
latency, throughput, and power consumption (relative to the base case with PRI size
= 1) when the PRI size is increased from the value of 1 to 16, for the 8 × 8 and 12 ×
12 CMP sizes, with results averaged over the synthetic benchmarks for brevity (trend
lines on each bar show the variation).
As only a single photonic ring supports the 12×12 architecture, scalability issues can
be observed in performance compared to the 8×8 case. It can be seen that there is a
significant performance improvement with increasing PRI size (Figure 12(a) and (b)),
and the power consumption of METEOR also goes down (Figure 12(c)). Note that as
the PRI size increases, packets will increasingly flow through potentially several nodes
in the electrical portion of the NoC, before they can utilize the photonic path. Overall,
there is a decrease in average latency and power consumption, and improvement in
throughput as more and more packets utilize the photonic ring with increasing PRI
size up to 16. Thus, increasing the PRI size is an indispensable optimization for our
proposed METEOR communication architecture. However, we also notice that as PRI
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size increases, the improvements saturate (especially for the 8×8 CMP case) due to the
fact that more and more cores start using the photonic path with a limited number of
uplinks (gateway interfaces), which creates a bottleneck at the uplinks and prevents
further improvement. The increase in latency and power and reduction in throughput
on average for PRI sizes greater than 16 is due to more cores becoming eligible for using
gateway interfaces, which increases congestion at the gateway interfaces, as well as
on shared subpaths from cores to the gateway interface where flit contention reduces
performance even further. We observed increased congestion in the electrical network
for such cases, and especially near the gateway interfaces, which also led to an increase
in overall power dissipated due to increased power dissipation in the electrical network.
4.5. Impact of Changing Number of Photonic Uplinks

To overcome the bottleneck of a limited number of uplinks (i.e., gateway interfaces),
we next explored the impact of changing the number of uplinks in the METEOR
architecture and measured the performance and power dissipation for the various
configurations. As the number of gateway interface routers with photonic interfaces
increases, it also results in an increase in power due to O/E and E/O conversion.
Increasing the number of uplinks also increases real estate usage in the silicon layer,
as well as the complexity of the photonic layer. However, the additional complexity of
more uplinks translates into better photonic path utilization by communication flits,
and can lead to lower overall power dissipation. Increasing the number of uplinks can
also provide fault tolerance in case of uplink failures. Figure 13 shows results of varying
the number of uplinks for an 8×8 NoC with a fixed PRI region size of 4 and WDM degree
of 32. Improvements in power and performance were significant when uplinks were
increased from 8 to 16. The improvements in throughput and power drop when the
number of uplinks was increased from 16 to 32. This is due to overlapped PRI regions
that lead to less opportunity for long-distance global communication, while increasing
complexity in the photonic and electrical NoC layers. Increasing the number of uplinks
beyond 32 led to worse power and performance results (these results are omitted for
brevity), due to much higher overheads in the electrical and photonic NoC layers.
Note that PRI size and number of gateway interfaces are closely correlated. However, given the complexity of the design space in METEOR, the number of all possible
parameter value combinations is excessive and an exhaustive analysis is prohibitive.
Therefore, we chose a stepwise approach to analyze factors such as PRI size and number
of gateway interfaces independently, for the sake of tractability. A more comprehensive
analysis could explore the correlation between PRI size and number of gateway interfaces by analyzing all of their possible combinations, to potentially achieve improved
results.
4.6. Impact of Varying Number of Wavelengths

WDM has many practical advantages, for example, it has the ability to improve bandwidth utilization of already implemented photonic waveguides. We were interested
in exploring the impact of the number of wavelengths on performance and power
dissipation in our architecture. Figure 14 shows experimental results for change in average latency, throughput, and power consumption when the number of wavelengths
is increased from 32 to 256 for an 8 × 8 CMP with 4 uplinks (gateway interfaces)
and a PRI size of 4. As the degree of WDM is increased, power consumption for the
multimode laser, resonators, thermal tuning of each resonator, and photodetectors
goes up. However, there is also a reduction in electrical NoC power as global communication is more quickly sent through the higher-capacity photonic paths without
having to be buffered for too long. The experimental results show significant improvements in average latency when the numbers of wavelengths were increased for certain
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Fig. 14. Impact of varying number of wavelengths in METEOR for 8 × 8 NoC: (a) average latency;
(b) throughput; (c) power consumption.

benchmarks (Uniform Random, Transpose, Shuffle, Butterfly). Throughput improvements were much smaller in comparison, due to traffic bottlenecks in the electrical
NoC being the limiting factor. As the number of wavelengths is increased from 128
to 256, the performance improvements come at the cost of higher power consumption
overhead. Therefore it is important to carefully balance performance and power needs
on a per-application basis when selecting the WDM degree.
4.7. Impact of Photonic Serialization

In order to further reduce power consumption, we explored using data serialization
for transfers over the photonic waveguide. The goal is to minimize the E/O and O/E
conversion circuitry and buffer sizes as well as switching activity, to reduce power consumption. Figure 15(c) shows the reduction in power consumption for our METEOR
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Fig. 15. Impact of varying serialization degree in METEOR for 8×8 NoC: (a) average latency; (b) throughput;
(c) power consumption.

architecture (uplinks=4, PRI size=4, WDM degree=32) as the degree of serialization
is changed from the original unserialized case (1×) to 2 (2:1 serialization), 4 (4:1 serialization), and 8 (8:1 serialization) for the 8×8 CMP case. From the figure it is clear
that serialization has a notable impact on reducing power consumption, due to a reduction in the communication resources and switching activity (even after considering
the power consumption overhead of the serializer/deserializer circuitry). In addition
to reducing power, serialization also reduces the number of photonic ring waveguides
required, thus reducing the photonic-layer complexity, static power consumption, and
area cost. Serialization, however, entails a performance overhead as the number of
bits transferred in a cycle gets reduced. Figure 15(a) and (b) show the reduction in
throughput and an increase in latency as the degree of serialization is increased, for an
8×8 CMP. It is clear that unlike the case where we optimized the PRI size, reducing
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Table III. Microring Resonator Requirement
Component

Meteor

Corona

Firefly

Optical Mesh

Transmission

8192

262144

32768

294912

Reservation

1024

2048

1024

6400

Arbitration

1024

2048

1024

6400

Clock

4

64

16

64

Total

10244

266208

34832

307776

Note: relative comparison for photonic resource requirements for
8 × 8 128 waveguide architecture, Corona [Vantrease et al. 2008],
Firefly [Pan et al. 2009], Optical Mesh [Shacham et al. 2008].

power with serialization negatively impacts performance. Thus serialization must be
used with great care. Serialization degrees of 2 and 4 in particular may provide a
reasonable trade-off between power and performance.
4.8. Comparison with Other Photonic NoCs

In this section, we compare our proposed METEOR architecture with three previously
proposed photonic NoCs: (i) hybrid photonic torus [Shacham et al. 2008], (ii) all-optical
Corona crossbar [Vantrease et al. 2008], and (iii) hybrid hierarchical Firefly crossbar
[Pan et al. 2009]. We made our best effort to carefully implement every feature of
the architectures described in the respective papers for a meaningful comparison. The
photonic torus and Corona architectures require photonic conversion even for small
local transfers which can be wasteful. The Firefly architecture enables local transfers on
the electrical NoC, but only within a concentrated mesh node, while METEOR extends
the utilization of the electrical NoC further to provide more efficient local transfers
within a possibly much larger PRI region, thus reducing load on the photonic-layer. Due
to the simpler photonic-layer architecture, METEOR also has lower power dissipation
compared to other hybrid photonic architectures. Lower utilization of the electrical
NoC also enables much more power-efficient and reduced congestion communication
in METEOR compared to the all-electrical mesh and torus architectures.
Based on our analysis in Sections 4.4–4.7, we chose a METEOR configuration with a
PRI size of 16, 32 uplinks, and a serialization degree of 1 to compare against other photonic NoC architectures. The WDM degree for all compared architectures was kept fixed
at 64, and results for 128- and 256-bit waveguides were explored for all architectures.
Table III shows a relative comparison of photonic microring resonator requirements
for an 8×8 core, 128-waveguide architecture. As shown in the table, our proposed
METEOR architecture requires 3.5 to 25× lower resources compared to previously
proposed architectures. The METEOR architecture was configured with a PRI size of
16, 32 uplinks, and a serialization degree of 1. The WDM degree for all architectures
was fixed at 64, and the results were generated for various synthetic and SPLASH-2
benchmarks. Figure 16 shows the results for normalized latency, power, throughput,
and energy-delay products for synthetic benchmarks: Hotspot (Ht), Bitwise (Bt), Shuffle (Sh), Transpose (Tp), Butterfly (Bf), and Uniform Random (Ur). Figure 17 shows the
results for the SPLASH-2 benchmark implementations: FFT (Ft), Radix (Rd), Cholesky
(Ch), Radiosity (Ry), Fmm (Fm), Barnes (Br), and Lu (Lu). We also implemented
NAS [Jin et al. 1999] and PARSEC [Bienia et al. 2008] benchmarks to evaluate our
METEOR architecture. NAS benchmarks are derived from Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) applications. The Princeton Application Repository for Shared-Memory
Computers (PARSEC) benchmark suite is composed of multithreaded programs.
PARSEC workloads represent next-generation shared-memory programs for CMPs.
Figure 18 shows the results for the PARSEC benchmarks (blackscholes (bl), bodytrack
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Fig. 16. Normalized latency, throughput, power, and energy-delay product comparison for synthetic benchmarks with: (a) 128-bit waveguides; (b) 256-bit waveguides.

(bo), canneal (ca), dedup (de), facesim (fa), ferret (fe), fluidanimate (fl), freqmine (fr),
streamcluster (st), swaptions (sw), vips (vi), x264 (x2)). Figure 19 shows the results
for the NAS benchmarks (Embarrassingly Parallel (EP), Conjugate Gradient (CG),
MultiGrid (MG), Fourier Transform (FT), Integer Sort (IS), Lower-Upper Gauss (LU),
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Fig. 17. Normalized latency, throughput, power, and energy-delay product comparison for SPLASH-2 benchmarks with: (a) 128-bit waveguides; (b) 256-bit waveguides.

Block Tri-diagonal (BT), Scalar Penta (SP)). All results are normalized to the results obtained for METEOR, and we present results for 128-bit photonic waveguides
(Figures 16(a), 17(a), 18(a), 19(a)) and 256-bit photonic waveguides (Figures 16(b),
17(b), 18(b), 19(b)) for the architectures.
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Fig. 18. Normalized latency, throughput, power, and energy-delay product comparison for PARSEC benchmarks [Bienia et al. 2008]: (a) 128-bit waveguides; (b) 256-bit waveguides.

Based on Figures 16, 17, 18, and 19, a METEOR configuration with 256 waveguides
achieves an average of 89%, 112%, 124%, and 33% power reduction compared to previously published hybrid photonic architectures for synthetic, SPLASH-2, PARSEC,
and NAS benchmarks, respectively. The average latency for METEOR is on par with
that of other architectures for SPLASH-2 and synthetic benchmarks. It can be seen
that METEOR has slightly lower average latency for NAS and PARSEC benchmarks
compared to the other architectures because it is able to better balance local transfers over the electrical network with global transfers over the photonic waveguides.
For synthetic and SPLASH-2 benchmarks, METEOR achieves comparable throughput with respect to the other architectures while average throughput for Corona and
Firefly was 23% higher than METEOR for the PARSEC benchmarks. METEOR demonstrates an average (256 and 128 waveguides combined) of 73%, 98%, 136%, and 58%
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Fig. 19. Normalized latency, throughput, power, and energy-delay product comparison NAS benchmarks
[Jin et al. 1999]: (a) 128-bit waveguides; (b) 256-bit waveguides.

energy-delay product improvement compared to previously published hybrid photonic
architectures for synthetic, SPLASH-2, PARSEC and NAS benchmarks.
Figure 20 shows the breakdown of average power dissipation for the various architectures considered in the comparison study. Results are averaged over the synthetic
benchmarks and normalized to the result obtained from the all-electrical torus, for
the 128-bit waveguides (Figure 20(a)) and the 256-bit waveguides (Figure 20(b)). It
can be seen that the METEOR architecture has lower laser, photonic component, and
thermal tuning power due to its simpler photonic-layer architecture. METEOR and
Firefly have higher electrical link, crossbar, and routing power than other hybrid
photonic architectures because both Firefly and METEOR support electrical-layer
data transfers. The 20×20 mm chip size waveguide length for Firefly is approximately
estimated to be around 695 mm compared to METEOR 160 mm. This is a key
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Fig. 20. Breakdown of power consumption for: (a) 128-bit; (b) 256-bit waveguides.

Fig. 21. Photonic-layer and electrical-layer area overhead comparison for various NoC architectures.

contributor corresponding to the lower waveguide power consumption for METEOR.
As the extent of electrical-layer communication in METEOR is greater than that
in Firefly, METEOR electrical-layer power dissipation is higher than that of Firefly.
The static power dissipation in all the NoC architectures is relatively low, due to the
communication networks being dominated by dynamic power dissipation.
Figure 21 shows a comparison of the photonic and electrical-layer area overheads
of the various NoC architectures, for the 8 × 8- and 12×12-core CMPs. It can be seen
that METEOR has a higher electrical-layer area footprint compared to the other architectures. This area is greater than the electrical mesh area primarily due to the extra
router complexity at the gateway interfaces. In the photonic layer, the hybrid photonic
torus topology does not scale well with increasing core counts, and has a significant area
overhead due to the large number of photonic waveguides and photonic switches. In
fact, it requires a multiphotonic-layer implementation which will be extremely costly.
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Firefly and METEOR both have lower area overhead than Corona, which uses significantly higher number of resonators and detector resources. METEOR has a comparable
optical-layer area overhead with Firefly. In summary, METEOR provides a notable improvement in average latency, power dissipation, and energy-delay product compared
to traditional electrical mesh/torus NoCs and existing hybrid photonic NoCs. Coupled
with its low photonic-layer complexity, the results motivate considering the METEOR
hybrid NoC architecture in future CMPs that integrate photonic interconnects.
5. CONCLUSION

Future CMP applications with hundreds of cores will require a scalable communication fabric that can enable high performance per watt. It is not clear whether current
2D electrical NoCs can satisfy the performance requirements for future CMP applications with a highly constrained power budget. To address this challenge, in this work
we proposed a hybrid photonic NoC (METEOR) that combines configurable concentric photonic ring waveguides on a dedicated silicon layer to complement a traditional
electrical 2D mesh NoC. Results from our experimental studies indicate that METEOR
can lead to significant reduction in power consumption and energy-delay product, in
addition to improvements in average transfer latency, compared to traditional 2D allelectrical mesh and torus NoCs, as well as the previously proposed hybrid photonic
torus, Corona, and Firefly hybrid photonic NoC fabrics. In terms of area overhead, METEOR has much lower complexity in the photonic-layer, compared to the previously
proposed hybrid photonic NoCs. The encouraging results from this work highlight the
potential of using photonics on chip and the METEOR hybrid photonic NoC architecture to meet the challenges of rising CMP complexity in the future.
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